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Management Summary
There’s one nice thing about fairy tales – things tend to end with happily ever after. The
story about Virtual Tape Libraries (VTLs) began as one of those fantasy wishes – if I only could
make the production problems of backups go away! Well, this story did end happily ever after,
and it is even getting better. Read on to find out more about the current and future enhancements
to virtual tape libraries.
One of the most important assets of any corporation is its data. Backing up data has been the
predominate means to protect data. If the data is accidentally deleted, or corrupted, backups can
be used to restore the data to a previous point-in-time. Since it was first commercially introduced in the 1950s, tape has been the dominate media of choice for backups. The appeal of tape
continues today due to its low cost and its ability to be removed and transported to remote
locations.
The emergence of lower-cost, higher-capacity SATA disk drives has made disk a more
affordable target for the initial backups. Many vendors have developed disk systems that have
been specifically designed to aid the backup process. These specialized disk systems vary in the
way they are implemented and the features that they support.
One of the most successful disk-based backup systems today is called virtual tape libraries,
or simply VTLs. Virtual tape libraries are disk systems that respond to the operating system (and
the backup application) as if they were tape
drives and libraries, hence the name, virtual
tape library. VTLs can improve the backup
and restore process and have proven to be
IN THIS ISSUE
beneficial in many enterprise data centers.
There are many features available in the
current versions of VTLs and other features
planned for the future that make it worthwhile
for organizations to evaluate virtual tape
libraries today. Enterprises that have evaluated
VTLs in the past might be surprised to find
these new features can dramatically speed the
way backup and recovery operate while requiring little, if any, additional work on the
part of the IT staff.
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How VTLs Work
Virtual tape libraries are disk systems that
emulate tape drives and tape libraries. The
backup application writes to the VTL in the same
way that it would write to a physical tape drive.
Enterprises that are currently writing backups
directly to physical tape drives discover that
implementing VTLs require few, if any, changes
to their existing backup processes.

VTLs Solve Traditional Backup Problems
Unlike disk, which is a random device, tape
is a sequential device. Tape is well suited for
reading and writing large streams of data. Backup applications, on the other hand, cannot always
continuously stream data to tape drives. Tape
drives operate at their maximum efficiency and
best performance when they continuously write
(or read) data. Backup applications typically
write data to target devices in small block sizes.
In environments where the bandwidth is limited,
these blocks do not follow each other quickly
enough. Receiving small blocks one-at-a-time
force the tape drive to write the first block of
data, then stop and reposition itself to write the
next block of data, and then stop again waiting
for the third block of data to arrive. This write,
then stop, reposition, then write again motion
causes tape drives to operate at less than optimal
performance. The result – backups can take
longer to complete. IT administrators faced with
restricted backup windows may be forced to
cancel the backups that do not complete on time,
leaving the IT department without an adequate
backup for that application.
VTLs solve that problem. Disks, unlike tape,
are not sensitive to writing small blocks of data.
Disks do not have to reposition themselves in the
same way that tape devices must when the blocks
do not arrive quickly. Data centers that have implemented VTLs discovered that backups of
small files and data that cannot keep tape drives
streaming do complete in a shorter period of time.
Backups of very large files, (such as database
files), that keep tape drives streaming may be best
served by continuing to write directly to physical
tape drives.
VTLs can also improve restore time for small
files. For example, a volume containing hundreds
of small files is backed up to a single tape cartridge. Later, we need to restore one of the files
on that backup cartridge. Now, we have to search
sequentially through the tape cartridge until we
locate the file that needs to be restored. If the file
is located at the end of a large tape car-
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tridge, this search can take time. If this same
small file was originally backed up to disk, we
can take advantage of the random access of disk
to locate the file quickly.
In the past, backup software vendors would
charge for their software by the number of tape
drives or slots that are used. One of the benefits
of virtual tape libraries is that administrators can
define as many tape drives as are required. These
administrators were shocked to discover that their
backup software licensing costs increased dramatically when they defined additional virtual tape
drives. Many backup vendors are now addressing
this problem by licensing by the volume of
terabytes of backup capacity.

Where VTLs are Needed
Not every datacenter needs a virtual tape
solution. Those enterprises that are not constrained by shrinking backup windows will find
that traditional tape backup will continue to meet
their objectives. Enterprises faced with ever
shrinking backup windows will find that VTLs
can help them meet those objectives while
requiring few changes to the existing procedures.
Completing the backup in a timely manner is
important; even more important is recovering
data quickly and easily. Here again, VTLs can
help to meet stringent Recovery Time Objectives
(RTOs). The random access of disk allows multiple files to be restored concurrently, shortening
recovery times.
Enterprises experiencing high data growth
will find that VTLs will allow them to scale
upwards. Additional disk capacity can be added
– dynamically, in many cases - to satisfy larger
backup streams. IT administrators can define
more virtual tape drives to set up more concurrent
batch streams without having to purchase
additional physical tape drives.
VTLs are not just for larger enterprises.
Small virtual tape libraries can be placed in
remote offices to eliminate manual tape handling
where there is limited IT expertise.

Current and Emerging Technologies
Virtual tape libraries continue to evolve.
This ensures that these systems will remain viable
solutions into the future. Vendors are adding new
features to their existing virtual tape solutions to
reduce capacity requirement, simplify the management on the systems, and provide robust
disaster recovery protection. The following pages
discuss technologies for virtual tape libraries that
are available today or will be available in future.
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Compression
Vendors are developing or have delivered
technology that will significantly reduce the storage space required for backups. Several different
technologies are available. The first technique,
compression, has been available for many years
in physical tape drives, but is now appearing in
VTLs.
Today, all tape drives support hardware
compression that examines the incoming streams
of data and removes repetitive characters. Enterprises that use hardware-based compression
report savings of about 2-to-1. Of course, your
mileage may vary based on the data that is being
compressed. For example, some files, such as
.JPEG files, do not compress very well at all.
Backup software vendors have implemented
software-based compression within their programs. Software-based compression uses processing cycles and can slow down the backup
process; therefore, software-based compression is
rarely used.
Some virtual tape libraries implement compression within the disk-based system, but implementations do vary. Some offer software-based
compression, which uses processing cycles and
can affect performance. In fact, some VTL
vendors suggest turning off software-based compression to improve performance. Other VTL
vendors have implemented hardware-based compression using the same algorithms that have been
used in the tape drives for years. On average,
VTLs with the compression feature can store
about twice as much data as those VTLs without
compression.

Data Reduction
Much of the data that we backup every day
remains unchanged. Some of the data is changed
slightly. Take the example of a 5-MB PowerPoint presentation that is being developed for an
important presentation. The initial file is backed
up in its entirety. The next day, the owner of the
presentation changes the title. The file is changed
so a second version of the presentation is backed
up, in its entirety, that night. The following day,
several of the slides are changed and the entire
file is again backed up. The result is that we
backup (and store) the same or similar data
repeatedly. Data reduction eliminates the need to
store the unchanged data repeatedly.
Data reduction techniques eliminate duplicate
data, storing only one instance of the data. That
can significantly reduce storage costs, and save
money. Unlike compression, which looks for re-
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petitive characters within a stream, data reduction
technology looks for the same segments of data
across all backups.
There are several different ways to reduce the
amount of data stored. A technique commonly
called Single Instance Store examines all files and
removes duplicate files, replacing the removed
files with pointers to a single copy of the file.
Other methods are more granular. These
methods may go by the name of data-deduplication, compaction, data coalescence, or simply
dedupe. Unlike single instance store, these techniques break each file into segments. Duplicate
segments within that file and across multiple files
are eliminated and replaced with pointers to a
single copy of that segment.
Still other methods store the current backup
in a non-reduced form for quick restores. The
previous versions of backup are stored in a
reduced format. In short, this is the opposite of
incremental backups. Incremental backups create
one full backup, and then backup the changed (or
incremental) data. This third method of reduction, usually called byte-level delta reduction,
stores the full version of today’s backup. Previous backups contain only the changed (or
incremental) data in a reduced format.
Some vendors implement one type of data
reduction; others implement a hybrid solution that
combines several techniques to maximize the
amount of reduction. The bottom line – all of
these techniques can reduce storage requirements
by a factor of 15-to-1, 25-to-1, 30-to-1, or more.
Of course, your reduction rates will vary based on
the nature of data.
It is important to note that data reduction
technologies do not have a large effect on the first
copy of the data. It is exceptionally effective on
subsequent copies. It may take weeks before the
full impact of data reduction is realized. After
several weeks, the retention times for storing
backups on disk can be extended from days or
weeks to months without requiring additional
storage capacity.
Vendors differ in how they implement data
reduction technology. They also differ in when
and where they perform the reduction. Some
examine each segment as it is received and
determine if that segment already has been stored
in the virtual tape library. This takes processing
cycles and solutions without sufficient power can
slow down the incoming backup stream. Others
process the data at predetermined times after the
backup has been stored on the VTL. This does
not slow down the incoming data but can require
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more capacity to hold the incoming data initially.
Data reduction techniques are complex and
require extensive vendor development and testing
to ensure that the integrity of the data and the
pointers to the segments are maintained. It is
important to discuss with the vendor what
methods have been implemented to ensure that
the pointers are properly protected and can be
rebuilt if corruption occurs. If pointers are corrupted, then the backups cannot be accurately
reconstructed.
Bottom Line
Implementing data reduction technology
within a VTL saves storage capacity. This reclaimed capacity can be used to support new
backup workloads or allow administrators to store
more versions of the same backup on disk.
Questions to Ask about Data Reduction
How will data reduction improve your backups? Asking vendors the following questions
may help to determine if their solution is right for
you.
1. What is the maximum performance of the
system? Where is the data reduction completed? Are the backup streams examined
immediately or are they processed after the
backup has been written to disk? Can the
data reduction process be monitored (and
throttled, if necessary) to minimize the impact
on performance? This is very important for
VTLs that process the backup stream immediately. Can additional processing power be
added to keep up with growing backup
demands?
2. How much storage is initially required to
store the backups? How long will it take to
achieve the maximum data reduction benefit?
What is the expected savings in storage
capacity? What has been the experience of
other customers?
3. How much storage can the system manage?
Is the maximum capacity expressed in raw
capacity? Can additional storage be added
nondisruptively to accommodate data
growth? If additional systems must be added,
can all of the systems be managed as a
logical unit or must they be managed
separately?
4. How is the integrity of the data protected?
How are the pointers to the segments of data
protected? The loss of these pointers means
the backups can no longer be retrieved.
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Auto Migration
Some virtual tape cartridges that reside on a
VTL may expire and are deleted to make room
for more virtual cartridges. Other virtual cartridges need to be copied to physical tape cartridges. These physical tape cartridges can then
be moved to an offsite location for disaster
recovery or may reside in an automated tape
library for longer-term storage.
While all virtual tape solutions emulate tape
drives and tape cartridges, not all solutions can
write directly to physical tape. Some virtual tape
solutions do not have any integration with physical tape drives at all. The virtual tape software
manages the disk storage only. With these solutions, when a virtual tape cartridge must be
copied to a physical cartridge, the storage administrator must set up a new process. The backup
application is requested to copy or “clone” the
virtual tape to a physical tape. This additional
step consumes bandwidth and additional processing cycles on the backup server. The advantage of this approach is that the backup application remains in control of the location of the
cartridge.
Some virtual tape solutions implement an
auto migration feature. Based on preset policies such as the creation date - the virtual tape library,
not the backup server, will copy the content of the
virtual tape cartridge to the physical tape cartridge. This approach relieves the congestion on
the backup server and uses dedicated paths
between the VTL and the physical tape drive to
complete the migration, but not all implementations are identical. In some implementations,
the virtual tape software, and not the backup
application keeps track of the physical cartridge.
When the backup application requests the cartridge for a restore operation, the VTL software
copies the cartridge back to the VTL and the
restore process can proceed. With this implementation, the physical tape library is operating
independently of the backup application.
Others use the “export” command to start the
migration. The backup application issues a command to export (or eject) a cartridge from the
(virtual) library. This triggers the VTL to copy
the cartridge to a physical cartridge. VTLs that
use the export command to migrate cartridges
may require the volume serial numbers of both
the virtual and physical cartridge to be identical.
Now the cartridge resides in two places – within
the VTL and on a physical tape cartridge. However, since the backup application ejected the
cartridge, it is only aware of the copy that resides
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on physical tape.
This approach relieves congestion on the
backup server, but can cause problems when a
disaster occurs. Where exactly is the current
version of that backup tape located? The backup
application does not have an accurate picture of
where all the copies reside.
The VTL vendors have been working with
the backup vendors to make this process easier to
manage and less prone to errors. The Storage
Network Industry Association (SNIA) is a group
of hardware and software vendors that is dedicated to defining standard means of communications between storage hardware and software
products. These standards, under the broad title
of Storage Management Initiative standards or,
SMI-S, provide a common interface for VTLs to
communicate with backup application software.
This initiative provides much tighter integration
between virtual tape libraries and backup software. Now, the backup application knows it is
communicating with a virtual tape library, and
not tape drives. The VTL can, through a series of
commands, inform the backup application about
the current location of any virtual or physical
cartridge or any errors that have been encountered
during the backup, allowing the system to
recover.
Now when a disaster strikes, the backup
application knows exactly where the copy or
copies of the backups are located. If the cartridge
is located outside of the VTL, the restore can
occur directly to the application server without
requiring that the cartridge be first staged to the
VTL, saving time.
One important note: with some implementations of auto migration, the automated tape
library is dedicated to the VTL. It cannot be used
by other applications.
Questions to Ask about Auto Migration
Is auto migration right for your organization?
Auto migration, when implemented properly,
provides an easy way to migrate backups between
virtual tape libraries and physical tape drives and
libraries. The following questions will help
decide if the vendor has the right solution for you.
5. Does the VTL have direct connections to
physical drives and libraries? Direct connections eliminate the requirement to use
existing networks to migrate the data.
6. If the vendor does not support direct connections to physical drives, what are their
recommendations for migrating cartridges
stored in the VTL to physical cartridges?
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7. Does the vendor support the current VTL
SMI-S initiatives? These standards provide
tight integration between the virtual tape
library and the backup application. If the
vendor does not support these initiatives
today, what are their future plans?
8. What are the recommended restore procedures?
9. Are there additional licensing costs for the
auto migration feature?

Replication
Virtual tape libraries that are installed in the
main data center improve the backup and restore
process but do little to provide disaster recovery
protection when a major outage strikes the main
data center. To ensure that data can be restored
when a disaster strikes, the backups stored on the
central VTL must be replicated to a remote
location.
There are several ways to replicate backups
to a remote location. In the first case, the cartridge contained in the VTL is replicated to a
physical tape drive attached to an automated
library in a remote location. This process can be
accomplished under the control of the backup
application or the virtual tape software. This
option is similar to the option described in the
auto migration section with one difference. The
tape drive is not located next to the VTL but is
located miles away.
If the replication is only controlled by the
virtual tape software, then the backup application
is not aware of the cartridge in the remote location. This can cause problems when attempting
to restore data during a disaster. These problems
are averted if the VTL is tightly integrated with
the backup application through standard SMI-S
interfaces. Since the VTL is communicating
directly with the backup application, the backup
application is always aware of the locations of all
cartridges.
Another way to replicate backups to a remote
location is to replicate from one VTL located in
the main data center to another located at the
remote site. VTL-to-VTL replication provides
the benefit of fast disk restores - at either location.
Here again, tighter integration with backup applications allow the backup software to be aware of
where all cartridges reside.
VTL-to-VTL replication provides disaster
recovery protection but also provides backup consolidation as well. For example, smaller VTLs
can be located in remote offices. Throughout the
day, the current backups stored in the remote
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office virtual tape libraries can be transmitted
back to the large central VTL to consolidate
backups.
Replicating between VTLs or from a VTL to
a remote tape drive requires bandwidth. Backups,
by their nature, produce large streams of data that
can clog existing networks. Vendors are addressing these concerns by sending only compressed
data across the wire. Some also encrypt data to
ensure that the transmission is secure.
Virtual tape libraries that use data reduction
techniques can replicate backups to a remote site.
However, there are several start-up costs that
must be factored into the total cost of this
solution. Let’s assume that a VTL in the main
data center has been in production for months.
Now we want to replicate those backups to a
second VTL installed at a remote site. Remember, the backups written to the local VTL are
stored in a reduced format with pointers to the
common segments. The remote VTL has no
knowledge about the common segments or the
pointers that have been built in the first VTL.
Initially, the backups that were reduced in size in
the main VTL must be expanded to their original
size prior to transmission across the network to
the remote VTL. This can take a large amount of
network bandwidth and a lot of time. It is important to work with the vendor to determine how
much bandwidth is required.
Once the initial backups have been sent to the
remote VTL, the second VTL will begin the
process of reducing the data that it receives.
Remember that it takes weeks to achieve the
maximum reduction rates. The second VTL must
have sufficient capacity to store the backups until
this rate is achieved. That can add to the total
cost for this solution. After the initial backups
have been written to the remote VTL, only the
changed segments will need to be transmitted in
the future, saving additional bandwidth.
Questions to Ask about Replication
When implementing virtual tape libraries
within a data center, proper planning is required
to ensure that the VTL fits into the existing
disaster recovery plans. The following questions
will help determine if the VTL under evaluation
will support your current DR initiatives.
10. It is important to understand who manages
the data when replicating from one VTL to
another or to a physical tape drive. Is the
virtual tape software managing the data? If
so, what processes must be put into place to
ensure that the right backup copies can be
located when a disaster strikes? You cannot
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rely on the backup application in this case to
know where the remote copies are located.
Is the backup application replicating the
backups from one site to another? Can the
backup application have the same copy of the
backup tape in two different locations?
Ideally, the VTL and backup application are
communicating through standard interfaces
and each can track all backup copies.
How much bandwidth is required to replicate
the backups daily? Can the data be compressed to reduce bandwidth requirements?
Can the replication be throttled during periods of heavy network usage to minimize
performance problems with other applications sharing the network?
Is the data encrypted before it is sent over the
network? Encrypting data provides security
over public networks.
Can the remote VTL be managed from one
location? The remote location may have
limited IT staff. Managing VTLs in one
location simplifies management.

Redundancy and Fail Over
Some virtual tape libraries have few redundant components. VTLs with single controllers
have a single point of failure. Similar to the loss
of a library controller, the loss of the VTL controller makes the disk-based system unavailable
for backups, restores and other tape operations. It
is important to look for virtual tape systems that
provide redundant components that can provide
continued operation. Virtual tape systems should
be designed with redundant power supplies and
cooling, and hot-swappable components. Data on
disk must be protected by RAID parity.
Each virtual tape controller is a node that
connects backup servers and back-end disk storage. The failure of a node can prevent access to
the disk storage, which prohibits any tape operations from completing. Some VTLs are architected with clustered nodes where the loss of one
node allows continued access to the disk storage
through the other nodes.
There are several types of failover designs –
cold failover, warm failover, and hot failover. A
cold failover has a standby node that is activated
manually after a primary node fails. This method
requires manual intervention. Backup servers
connected to one node must be manually reconfigured to communicate with the active node. A
warm failover provides more automatic recovery
than a cold failover. The second node can automatically take over when the first node fails.
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However, the backup server must be reconnected
to the second node.
In the hot failover design, two controllers
work together as an active-active cluster. If one
controller fails, the workload of the failed node is
shifted immediately and transparently to the
second node without requiring any manual intervention. When the failed controller is repaired,
the workload can fail back to the now operational
controller. This method is transparent to the
backup server and requires no manual intervention. It is important to check if your backup
application supports hot failover on virtual tape
library nodes.
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that your vendor has these enhanced features on
their road map. If they don’t, it is time to find
another vendor.

Questions to Ask about Redundancy
Virtual tape libraries are an integral part of
the data protection strategy for any data center.
As such, they must have redundancy and failover
built into the systems to ensure that they will
continue to operate during component failures.
15. Which components are redundant? Power
supplies, cooling supplies? How is the data
protected on disk?
16. Does the virtual tape system have failover
capabilities? VTLs without failover features
can cause extended tape operations outages
during a node failure.
17. What types of failover are supported? Cold
failover requires manual intervention. What
are the procedures that must be implemented
to failover this system? What procedures
must be followed after a warm failover? If
the VTL supports hot backup, does the backup application also support this feature? Are
there other hardware requirements to support failover, such as HBAs or switches?
What is the additional cost for this hardware?

Conclusion
When first introduced, virtual tape libraries
allowed IT administrators to improve backup and
restore times with few changes to their existing
procedures. Recent and forthcoming innovations
promise to extend the life of VTLs for many
years. These new enhancements include dramatic
reductions in storage requirements through data
reduction techniques, automatic migration and
replication, and automated failover.
If you do not have a VTL installed today,
now is a great time to evaluate virtual tape
libraries. They are more than just a disk-based
backup appliance.
If you do have a VTL installed, make sure
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